2017 news

Advanced Gene and Cell Therapy laboratory (AGCTlab)
Royal Holloway, University of London

28 Dec 2017 - Sherif's paper on in utero gene therapy is published in J Controlled Release, with editor's comment.
11 Nov 2017 - Rafael presents to affected families at Action Duchenne's International Conference 2017.
09 Nov 2017 - Rafael is interviewed at the Alliance for Regenerative Medicine's 5th EU Advanced Therapies Investor Day.
29 Oct 2017 - ScientistsForEU publish Rafael's Open Letter to Boris Johnson MP on his claims regarding Brexit and Gene Therapy.
28 Oct 2017 - Rafael participates in Battle of Ideas debate on Are Science and Medicine Threatened by Borders?
28 Sep 2017 - Rafael publishes editorial vision for Gene Therapy in special stakeholder issue Spinraza and Advanced Therapies.
29 Sep 2017 - Versha's compilation of online resources on Rare Disease and Advanced Therapies is published in Gene Therapy.
11 Sep 2017 - We receive a significant grant from Action for A-T for CRISPR genome editing in ataxia telangiectasia.
09 Sep 2017 - Takis and Mustafa's review paper on non-integrating vectors is published in Hematology/Oncology Clinics of NA.
01 Sep 2017 - Neda receives PhD award from Royal Holloway, University of London. Congratulations!
02 Aug 2017 - Our UK SMA Research Consortium paper on novel therapeutic strategies for SMA is published in DMM.
01 Aug 2017 - Versha receives PhD award from Royal Holloway, University of London. Well done!
28 Jun 2017 - Mohammed receives PhD award from Fayoum University and is appointed to a lectureship. Great news!
21 Jun 2017 - We release videoclip of our Rare Disease Day event 2017.
13 Jun 2017 - Rafael lectures at the UK SMA Research Meeting, University of Oxford.
07 Jun 2017 - Rafael gives an outreach lecture and fields great questions from GCSE students at Holyport College.
21 Apr 2017 - Rafael gives invited lecture at the Annual Meeting of the British Society for Gene and Cell Therapy in Cardiff.
17 Mar 2017 - Rafael speaks at the British Society for Gene and Cell Therapy Public Engagement Day at Oxford Museum of NH.
24 Feb 2017 - 7th Rare Disease Day event at Royal Holloway, hosting 110 students and 14 patient associations. Watch our talks.
23 Feb 2017 - Gene Therapy celebrates 10th edition of Rare Disease Day with cover image and Rafael's first editorial.
01 Jan 2017 - Rafael is appointed Editor-in-Chief of Gene Therapy.